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ECO 199 B GAMES OF STRATEGY
Spring Term 2004 B February 19

NASH EQUILIBRIUM: CONTINUOUS PURE STRATEGIES

PRICE COMPETITION

   Two ice-cream sellers, Hägen and Dazs, located at 
opposite ends of a 1-mile long beach

    Hägen’s cost for each scoop is $2, Dazs’ is $3
    Prices at seller’s location PH and PD  
    Customer from x has "effective prices" PH+x and PD+(1-x)
    Buys from cheaper, so Hagen gets customers from 0 to cut point x

where   PH+x = PD+(1-x),    or    x = ( 1 + PD - PH ) / 2
    Dazs gets those from x to 1, numbering 1 - x =  ( 1 + PH - PD ) / 2

Profits:
Hägen (PH -2) ( 1 + PD - PH ) / 2
Dazs (PD -3)  ( 1 + PH - PD ) / 2
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Best responses:
  Hägen: Regard PD as given and choose PH to maximize own profit

(PH -2) ( 1 + PD - PH ) / 2 = ½ [ - 2(1+PD) + (1+PD+2) PH - (PH)2 ]  
  Calculus condition: (PD+3) - 2 PH = 0 , or  PH = (PD+3)/2
Similar calculation for Dazs gives his best response PD = (PH+4)/2

Geometry or algebra gives Nash equilibrium: 
PH = 10/3 = $3.33 , PD = 11/3 = $3.67

Cutpoint: x = 2/3
Profits: Hägen 8/9 = 0.89, Dazs 2/9 = 0.22

If they merge, and for example charge prices $4 and $4.5, 
then cutpoint x = 3/4, and profits Hägen 1.5, Dazs 3/8 = 0.375

Can do even better: only the cheaper producer (Hägen) operates,
charges high monopoly price, and they share profits

Thus Nash equilibrium is a generalized prisoners’ dilemma
Producers will do better if they cooperate

but consumers will fare worse if producers collude
Usual issue in industrial economics and regulation policy
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RATIONALIZABILITY

Individual rationality does not guarantee Nash equilibrium
Need common knowlege / expectation of "equilibrium play"

What can be done on basis of common knowledge of rationality alone?
Can narrow down range of possibilities, sometimes to equilibrium

Each player makes his own best choice, given his beliefs
about the strategy being chosen by the other

But such beliefs are not arbitrary. Player A will not choose a strategy
that is "never a best response" no matter what others are choosing

This rules out all dominated strategies, and can rule out others
Successive use of this criterion does the narrowing
Strategies that survive this process are "rationalizable"

Example: Suppose $20 is the absolute upper limit on the price
of a scoop of ice cream that any consumer is willing to pay

Then we can be sure that PH # 20 , PD # 20
Also rational seller will not sell at loss, so PH $ 2 , PD  $ 3

Dazs’ best response function is       
   PD = 2 + 0.5 PH , and he knows 
   2 # PH # 20 so any PD outside 
   2 + 0.5 * 2 # PD # 2 + 0.5 * 20, 
   or 3 # PD # 12 is 
   never Dazs’ best response
Hägen knows this in turn, and 
   his best response function is
   PH = 1.5 + 0.5 PD , so he can 
   restrict his choice to the range
   1.5 + 0.5 * 3 # PH # 1.5 + 0.5 * 12
   or 3 # PH # 7.5
Then successive rounds: 
   3.5 # PD # 5.75,  3.25 # PH # 4.375,
   3.625 # PD # 4.1875,  3.125 # PH # 3.594 etc.
Converge on Nash equilibrium: PD = 3.667,  PH = 3.333
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Can also do the narrowing the other way:
3 # PD # 20, therefore Hägen should restrict his
PH = 1.5 + 0.5 PD to the range 3 # PH # 11.5, etc.

These are purely conceptual rounds of "thinking about thinking"
not actual successive responses in real time

Does not have to lead to Nash equilibrium: example

Column

A B C

Row

A 2, 2 3, 1 0, 2

B 1, 3 2, 2 3, 2

C 2, 0 2, 3 2, 2

Only (A,A) with payoffs (2,2) is Nash equilibrium
But all strategy choices are rationalizable: for example

Row chooses B because he thinks Column chooses C
Row thinks this because he thinks Column regards this
  as a best response to Row’s A, which in turn is
  Row’s best response to Column’s B ...

FURTHER DISCUSSION OF NASH EQUILIBRIUM CONCEPT

CONCEPTUAL MERITS

  Fits naturally with the idea of individual, non-cooperative actions
  Fits naturally with concept of equilibrium B 

mutual consistency of actions, correctness of beliefs
  Any other proposed solution would have worse problem 

- someone can do better
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CONCEPTUAL CRITICISMS AND RESPONSES

1. Games may have none or many Nash equilibria
If none: (1) Allow mixed strategies, when Nash eqm. usually exists

But these have their own problems; more on this later
  (2) Allow wider beliefs about others’ actions
           Only rule out actions that can never be best responses

    and do this iteratively B result called rationalizability
If many: Narrow down using further considerations ("refinements")
      Focal points, strategic moves, bargaining, coordinated mixing, ...

2. Expected payoff maximization unreasonable

(A)   Averaging money payoffs entails "risk neutrality"
  Risk-aversion by averaging a nonlinear scale, e.g. logs
For example,  0.5 log (2) + 0.5 log (8) < log (0.5 * 2 + 0.5 * 8)
   
But this construct 
possible only in
special circumstances
and behavior in
experiments does
not always conform
to this approach 

(B) Ignores large risks 
from uncertainty about
structure of game
   Can be handled by making this uncertainty explicit in model 
(Example on pp. 141 of book)
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EVIDENCE ON NASH EQUILIBRIA

Laboratory/classroom experiments -
  Can control conditions, varying just the cause you want to study
  But novice subjects, small stakes
Real-world observations -
  Experienced players, significant stakes
  But many things going on at the same time, 
    players’ objectives not known, so tests not clear-cut

Findings on Nash equilibrium -
   If Nash equilibrium unique, players find and play it after 

some experience; how much depends on complexity of game.
But must avoid repeated pairings, else new consideration

  Some apparent violations explained by the fact that
players have motivations different than theorists assume

  People find it difficult to do or learn complex calculations
esp. involving updating or probabilities (Bayes’ Theorem)
and information interactions like the winner’s curse

 
CONCLUSION B similar to that offered for rollback.
   Make Nash equilibrium the first step of analysis
   If result unreasonable, ask why, modify game model if necessary
   If still fails, look for other explanations B disequilibrium, irrationality

These also create opportunities for advice / consulting!


